
Calving Equipment 
The Double Header Calf Tipping Table 
With quick catching headgates at both ends of our calf tipping table, one can
brand on either the left or right side without making any changes to the table
(the perfect table for sharing). Engineered for one operator, this well balanced
table will handle animals up to 500 lbs, making it the ideal table for branding,
ear implants, castration, and neck injections.

• Both headgates can be quickly locked open for handling large calves
• Quick, safe and simple squeeze action
• Equipped with convenient tie loops for securing to your alley or squeeze
• Four spring  loaded side access bars swing out of the way providing safe,

fast access to the full length of your calf
• Easy leg tie back
Shipping dimensions: 5’ x 5’ x 5’

Calf Alley Lift-Up Gate 

• Rope and pulley system on this 18” wide spreader allow the operator to move
freely when they need to work the flight zones

• Ideal for a one man operation
• The spreader includes connectors on both sides so that it can be set up at

the end or in the middle of an alley
• The gate can be set up for left or right side operation
• Chain latches have been mounted at the base of the spreader to make it easy

to securely chain your calf tipping table 

Calving/Trimming Chute
A multi-purpose chute for calving or cattle trimming and grooming.

•  4-H, vets and ranchers
•  Includes four split panels hinged at the headgate which swing independently

to provide clear access
•  The upper split panels also come with drop pins that secure them to the lower

split panels
•  The upper left panel comes with a chain to latch on to the top right split panel

to restrict movement
•  To restrict animal movement, the chute includes drop pins on the bottom split

panels which lock into slots on the floor
•  For trimming and grooming simply swing the split panels to the side and insert

the side poles into one of the two sets of sleeves found in the chute floor
•  Includes head tie bar
• Dimensions: 34”W x 96”L x 80H

Item #56 Weight: 365 lbs

Item #59 Weight: 54 lbs

Item #125 Weight: 850 lbs

Calving/Trimming Chute Parts

Self Catching Headgate (Calving) Trimming Chute Body Only Two Side Poles Head Tie Bar

Item # Weight Item # Weight Item # Weight Item # Weight

110 215 lbs 120 585 lbs 1380 17.5 lbs each 126 15 lbs
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Calving Enclosure
Designed for safe and efficient calving.
The self catch headgate with adjustable stanchions is centered so the
cow is accessible from both sides. This is excellent for getting twins to
suck, or to get a calf to suck while you milk out on the other side.
The convenient entrance gates on either side of the headgate come
with self-locking plunger latches for quick access. The split side panels
can be swung out to the sides of the enclosure to assist in catching the
cow and because the split panels hit the side panels at an angle the handler
can't get trapped.
The split gates can be easily removed to create a 66" high, 10' x 10' pen.
When the calving season is over the components can be used else-
where. The side panels extend 2' beyond the front panel to provide
added stability.  Overall size is 10' x 12'. 

Item #1130 Weight: 1141 lbs

Calving Enclosure Parts

Calving Barn Design

Front Panel (comes with two gates) Self Catch Headgate - Calving (see headgates) 10’ wide x 7’ high Frame & Gate
Item # Weight Item # Weight Item # Weight
1145 250 lbs 110 215 lbs 1160 210 lbs

12’ Left Side Panel Split Panel - Top Left Split Panel - Top Right
Item # Weight Item # Weight Item # Weight
1150 120 lbs 1170 52 lbs 1175 51 lbs

12’ Right Side Panel Split Panel - Bottom Left Split Panel - Bottom Right
Item # Weight Item # Weight Item # Weight
1151 120 lbs 1171 42 lbs 1176 40 lbs

“Hi-Hog designed a penning system which
featured a calving enclosure for my
21’ x 21’ barn. It has worked out exactly as
planned and has exceeded my expecta-
tions. The equipment is easily installed,
very functional and a dream to operate. I
recommend Hi-Hog products to every
operator who believes in less stress for
themselves and their animals. This is the
first time in my life that something has
worked out as planned.”

Rick Nielson
Cochrane, Ab

Folding Brace (Enclosure comes with two braces)
Item # Weight
1180 25 lbs each
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